
Materials List & Instructions

Stamped Leather Keychain

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Trace template onto leather using mechanical pencil.

3.   Cut out using x-acto and ruler.

4.   Mark where rivets will be attached by poking x-acto through template onto leather 
(without poking it through the leather.)

5.  Use hole punch and mallet to create hole in leather.  You can test the placement of 
hole by pressing gently with the punch to make an impression before hammering 
through.

6.   Repeat with second hole, making sure they’re lined up.

7.   Use tape to mark bottom edge of letters.

8.   Punch letter by hitting stamp squarely with mallet.

9.   Continue punching, making sure letters are lined up and evenly spaced. For a 
longer word it can be helpful to punch the first and last letter first so that you don’t run 
out of space at the end.

10.  Fold end of leather around key ring, push rivet post through holes, insert cap and 
hammer together.
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MaterialsTools

Instructions

Leather scrap (no thicker than 7 oz)
Key ring
Rivet (size #1)
Blue or masking tape

Scissors
X-acto knife and cutting mat
Plastic mallet (or hammer)
Metal ruler 
Steel block (optional) 
Mechanical pencil
Hole punch (3/32”)
Letter stamp set
Template
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This printable template is brought to you by the team at www.LiaGriffith.com and is for 

Personal Use only. To edit a pdf first save it on your desktop, then open the pdf through 

Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader (free version). Print quality is dependent on your printer. 

For more DIY projects, Paper Craft, Home Decor ideas and inspiration visit our blog at 

www.LiaGriffith.com 
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